
We are learning to count on. That means I 
can start at any number and continue 
counting. Given the number 4 and 2, that 
means I say “4, 5, 6.” 

We are reviewing numbers bonds and how 
they show 2 parts making a whole.

More information can be found here: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=kn26on8U1X4

Counting is a great activity to do in the car, 
while waiting in line, or while washing hands. 1st

graders need to be able to crossover from 
one group of tens to the next. Knowing the 
after 49 comes 50 or after 59 comes 60 can 
be tricky. 

Phonics Skill of the Week: sounds m, s, a, p, t, n, r, I, 
c, f, o, d, h, e, b, l, k, ck, u, g, w, x, v, q, j, y, z

Quickly knowing these sounds and how to write 
them is critical to becoming a reader and writer.

We are reading: Jack and the Beanstalk, The 
Rainforest, Zoom!, The Tortoise and the Hare, I 
Like To, He Can Go!, and much much more! Watch 
for books to come home and ask your child to 
read it to you.

Kindergarten Sight Words to Review

I       like     do     to      you he       can    go    a 

has    this     is     my     look    little    where

here   play   the we     are      me     she     with

for and    have  see said     was 

Science Integration: We are reading about shadows 
and light in connection with the solar eclipse. We are 
learning new words like opaque, translucent, 
transparent, and reflective.

Social Studies Connection: We continue to learn 
about begin a good citizen. We are focusing on the 
pledge to the American flag and respect for the 
flag.

All students must have a Migrant Worker 
form completed this year. Please send this 
back ASAP even if it does not apply to you. 
Thanks for your help in getting all 
registration paperwork completed.

Solar Eclipse Celebration – Aug. 21 

House Sorting – Aug. 22 

Early Release – Sept. 14                            
Dismissal is at 10:45 a.m.
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